Holiday Gift Ideas DVD & Blu-Ray

Tom Gun Ultra 4K HD Steelbook Ride into the danger zone like never before
with Top Gun - now in stunning 3D! Leading a phenomenal cast including Val
Kilmer, Kelly McGillis, Anthony Edwards, Meg Ryan and Tim Robbins, Tom Cruise
soars as Maverick, the young, in-your-face U.S. fighter pilot with a need for speed,
a lot to prove, and even more to learn. Forever ranking with the best action films
of all time, Top Gun remains a high-octane adrenaline rush certain to take your
breath away. a retrospective segment from 2016 looking back at 30 years of Top
Gun. Additional previously released bonus content includes commentary by
producer Jerry Bruckheimer, director Tony Scott, co-screenwriter Jack Epps, Jr.
and naval experts; Danger Zone: The Making of Top Gun; a look inside the real
Top Gun; original theatrical promotional material; music videos, and more. The
story of an elite group of pilots competing to earn the title of “Top Gun”
captured the imagination of moviegoers upon its release, ultimately earning a
worldwide box office of over $350 million. Tom Cruise is superb as the talented
pilot Pete ‘Maverick’ Mitchell, a daring young flyer who's out to become the best
of the best. Featuring a sensational soundtrack with unforgettable songs
including Berlin’s “Take My Breath Away,” which won the Academy Award® for
Best Music, Original Song, and Kenny Loggins’“Danger Zone”, the film also stars
Kelly McGillis, Val Kilmer, Anthony Edwards and Meg Ryan. Special features on 4K
Ultra HD Disc: Commentary by producer Jerry Bruckheimer, director Tony Scott,
co-screenwriter Jack Epps, Jr., and naval experts The Legacy of Top Gun (UHD) On
Your Six – Thirty Years of Top Gun (HD) Special features on Blu-ray Disc.
Commentary by producer Jerry Bruckheimer, director Tony Scott,
co-screenwriter Jack Epps, Jr., and naval experts, The Legacy of Top Gun (HD), On
Your Six – Thirty Years of Top Gun (HD), Danger Zone: The Making of Top Gun,
Multi-Angle Storyboards with Optional Commentary by director Tony Scott, Best
of the Best: Inside the Real Top Gun, Music Videos & Original Theatrical
Promotional Material. Paramount
Collateral Ultra 4K HD Steelbook A stylish and compelling noir thriller, Tom
Cruise gives a chilling performance as Vincent, a cool, calculating contract killer
at the top of his game. Jamie Foxx received an Academy Award® nomination*
for his portrayal of Max, a cabbie with big dreams and little to show for it. The
film showcases the actors as Max transports Vincent on his next job - one night,
five stops, five hits and a getaway. And after this fateful night, neither man will
ever be the same. The 4K Ultra HD/Blu-ray Combo includes access to a Digital
copy of the film, as well as the following previously released bonus content:
Commentary by Director Michael Mann, City of Night: The Making of Collateral,
Special Delivery, Deleted Scene with Commentary, Shooting on Location: Annie’s
Office, Tom Cruise & Jamie Foxx Rehearse & Visual FX: MTA Train. Paramount
Jo Jo's Bizarre Adventure Stardust Crusaders Battle in Egypt Arc Set 3 Having
crossed continents and cheated death, Jotaro, Joseph, and crew finally arrive in
Egypt to root out the charismatic evil threatening the Joestar lineage and the
world. Fighting Stand with Stand, the ever-clever Joestars are put to the ultimate
test as a bizarre new army of adversaries hailing from the Egyptian pantheon
strike in ways more brutal and outrageous than ever before. Thankfully, a new
ally has arrived to assist the humans. The question is, can the team come
together in time to unravel the mystery of DIO's Stand' Jojo's Bizarre Adventure
Set 3 contains anime episodes 25-48. Viz
InuYasha 3 Kagome lives a double life as present-day schoolgirl and feudal-era
demon-slayer. Together with half-demon Inuyasha and friends, she continues
the quest to collect the shards of the Sacred Jewel. With the threat of archenemy
Naraku lurking at every turn, our heroes must face an array of foes, including a
jealous dark priestess, an evil mountain sage, giant ogres, and deadly traps. Inu
Yasha Set 3 contains episodes 56-83 of the anime directed by Masashi Ikeda and
Yasunao Aoki, adapted from the manga by Rumiko Takahashi. Special Features:
Clean Opening and Ending. Viz
Yellowstone Season 3 Offes all 10 hour-long episodes from the third season,
plus over four hours of special features including a never-before-seen featurette
detailing the making of the season with inside looks from Kevin Costner and
Taylor Sheridan; an exploration of the series with director Stephen Kay; and an
interview with special effects supervisor Garry Elmendorf about his team’s work
on the show. The series follows the conflicts along the shared borders of a large
cattle ranch, an Indian reservation, and land developers. In Season 3 The Dutton
family is threatened by new foes and lucrative business deals, f-rcing John,
Kayce, Beth and Jamie to utilize unexpected alliances and risky measures to
safeguard their legacy. Episode 1 You're the Indian Now In the wake of the Beck
Brothers, John reshuffles the political decks; Beth finds a trespasser on the ranch
and learns that he may have big ambitions for the surrounding land; and John
helps Tate deal with his nightmares. Episode 2. Freight Trains and Monsters. The
Duttons open camp, which proves to be the best therapy for Tate. Jamie and
Hendon agree to teach a lesson to two criminals, but it does not go as intended.
Beth learns more about Roarke's business plans. Episode 3 An Acceptable
Surrender. Jamie plays cover-up and damage control with Hendon; Governor
Perry hears a $6 billion pitch for a development right on Yellowstone; and Jimmy
competes in a rodeo competition. Episode 4 Going Back to Cali. Beth shares a
personal secret with Rip; John and the boys deal with some hostile trespassers;
and Rainwater reaches out to a powerful woman to help secure the future of
Broken Rock. Episode 5. Cowboys and Dreamers The reason for Beth and Jamie's
toxic relationship is revealed; Kayce bends the rules to help a family in need; and
Rip and the boys get into a confrontation with two men from John's past.
Episode 6. All for Nothing Beth unveils a secret to her father. John confronts two
cowboys about past feuds. Episode 7. The Beating Jamie has a new revelation.
Beth plans for her future. Jimmy encounters a rodeo legend. Episode 8. I Killed a
Man Today Beth continues her fight against Willa Hayes and gives John a
worthwhile offer; Monica faces a frightening situation. Episode 9. Meaner Than
Evil Jamie confronts his past. Rip approaches Kayce about an old problem. The
bunkhouse looks to defend two of their own. Episode 10. The World Is Purple
John sits down at the negotiating table with former friends and foes, as the
battle for the future of the Yellowstone heats up. Paramount
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Steven Universe: Complete Collection Featuring EVERY episode of
Steven Universe, Steven Universe Future, the Smash Hit TV Movie,
Steven Universe The Movie Plus Hours of All-New Bonus Content!
Seven Universe is set in the fictional town of Beach City, Delmarva,
where the Crystal Gems live in an ancient beachside temple and
protect humanity from monsters and other threats. The Gems are
ageless alien warriors who project female humanoid forms from
magical gemstones at the core of their being. The Crystal Gems
comprise Garnet, Amethyst, Pearl and Steven—a young, half-human,
half-Gem boy who inherited his gemstone from his mother, the
Crystal Gems' former leader Rose Quartz. As Steven tries to
understand his gradually expanding range of powers, he spends his
days with his father Greg, his best friend Connie, his magical pet lion,
other residents of Beach City, and the Gems. He explores the abilities
inherited from his mother, which include fusion—the ability of Gems
to merge their bodies and abilities to form new, more powerful
personalities. The series's first season gradually reveals that the
Crystal Gems are remnants of a great interstellar empire. During their
missions they visit ruins that were once important to Gem culture but
have been derelict for millennia. The Gems are cut off from the Gem
homeworld, and Steven learns that many of the monsters and
artifacts they encounter are Gems who were corrupted by a Gem
weapon of mass destruction and can no longer maintain rational,
humanoid form. By the end of the first season, Steven learns that,
millennia ago, the Gem empire intended to sterilize the Earth to
incubate new Gems, but Rose Quartz led her supporters, the Crystal
Gems, in a violent and apparently successful rebellion against this
genocidal plan. The discovery and release of Lapis Lazuli, a Gem
trapped on Earth for millennia, puts the Crystal Gems at risk from the
Gem empire once more, leading to the arrival of hostile envoys
Peridot and Jasper. In the second season, Peridot allies with and
eventually joins the Crystal Gems to prevent Earth's destruction by a
Gem "geo-weapon" buried in the planet. During the third season,
Lapis Lazuli decides to live on Earth with Peridot; Jasper is defeated
and captured; and Steven learns that his mother assassinated one of
the Gem empire's matriarchs, Pink Diamond. In the fourth season, as
Steven wrestles with his conflicted feelings about his mother's
actions, the Gem empire leaders Blue Diamond and Yellow Diamond
begin to turn their full attention to Earth. In the fifth and final season,
Steven learns that in fact his mother was Pink Diamond, who faked
her death to assume the identity of Rose Quartz; he uses this
revelation to persuade the other Diamonds to try to take
responsibility for and fix the damage they have caused. This ultimate
15-Disc Collector’s Edition Storybook features custom-made pieces of
art on every page by Chromosphere. Inside, it is filled with every
episode of Steven Universe, Steven Universe Future, as well as the
smash hit TV movie, Steven Universe The Movie. Enhance the magic
with hours of all-new bonus content including: Animatics, Minisodes,
Commentary, Steven Universe The Movie: Sing-A-Long, and more.
Warner
Cagefighter Worlds Collide Reiss Gibbons is on the cusp of
cementing himself as the greatest to ever step inside the Legends
cage. With five title defenses under his belt, and the support of coach
and mentor Marcus, Reiss has it all. But when savvy promoter Max
Black pits him against pro wrestling superstar Randy Stone in the
company's first ever cross-promotional event, Reiss finds himself in
the toughest fight of his life. Screen Media
The Godfather Coda: The Death of Michael Corleone As Michael
Corleone (Al Pacino) ages, he finds that being the head of the
Corleone crime family isn't getting any easier. He wants his family out
of the Mafia, but the mob kingpin (Eli Wallach) isn't eager to let one of
the most powerful and wealthy families go legit. Making matters
even worse is Michael's nephew, Vincent (Andy Garcia). Not only does
Vincent want a piece of the Corleone family's criminal empire, but he
also wants Michael's daughter, Mary (Sofia Coppola). Paramount
Echo Boomers Michael Shannon (Knives Out) stars in this gripping
crime-thriller filled with pulse-pounding twists and turns. A recent
college graduate Lance Zutterland (Patrick Schwarzenegger) leaves
school in debt, realizing everything he had worked towards was built
on a lie. When he is pulled into a criminal underground operation, he
finds his peers fighting the system by stealing from the rich and
giving to - themselves. With nothing to lose, they leave behind a trail
of destruction but with the cops closing in, tensions mount and Lance
soon discovers he is in over his head with no way out. Paramount
Possessor Uncut Tasya Vos is a corporate agent who uses
brain-implant technology to inhabit other people's bodies, driving
them to commit assassinations for the benefit of the company. While
she has a special gift for the work, her experiences on these jobs have
caused a dramatic change in her, and in her own life she struggles to
suppress violent memories and urges. As her mental strain intensifies,
she begins to lose control, and soon she finds herself trapped in the
mind of a man whose identity threatens to obliterate her own.
Well Go
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Tenet In a twilight world of international espionage, an unnamed CIA
operative, known as The Protagonist, is recruited by a mysterious
organization called Tenet to participate in a global assignment that
unfolds beyond real time. The mission: prevent Andrei Sator, a renegade
Russian oligarch with precognition abilities, from starting World War III.
The Protagonist will soon master the art of "time inversion" as a way of
countering the threat that is to come. Warner
Jiu Jitsu An ancient order of expert jiujitsu fighters faces a vicious race of
alien invaders in a battle for Earth every six years, but when Earth's hero is
defeated by the leader of the invaders, the future of humanity hangs in
the balance. Injured and suffering from amnesia, Jake is rescued by Wylie
(Nicolas Cage), Keung and his team of fellow Jiu Jitsu fighters. They must
help Jake to regain his strength in order to band together and defeat
Brax in an epic battle that will once again determine the fate of mankind.
Paramount
The Wolf of Snow Hollow A small-town sheriff, struggling with a failed
marriage, a rebellious daughter, and a lackluster department, is tasked
with solving a series of brutal murders that are occurring on the full
moon. Warner Bros.
Bobbleheads Get ready to laugh and bounce along with a family of misfit
bobbleheads who must defend their home and themselves from
scheming humans in the brand-new hilarious and heart-warming
animated action-comedy, Get ready for a big shake-up when misfit
bobbleheads take on trashy humans and a slobbery dog who crash their
home with plans to swap a new baseball player bobblehead for a
valuable one of them. With some guidance from Cher, they find the
courage to bobble-up for an outrageous battle of wits and wobble."
Universal
Coming on Jan 5th
Love and Monsters Dylan OBrien stars in this thrilling adventure
delivering epic action and laughs. After monsters take over the world,
Joel (OBrien, The Maze Runner) and the rest of humanity are f-rced to live
underground. Believing hes lost everyone he has ever loved, Joel finds his
high school sweetheart Aimee (Jessica Henwick, Game of Thrones) living
just 80 miles away. Facing unknown dangers that stand in his way, Joel
must discover his inner hero as he makes the impossible journey across a
monster-infested land to be with the girl of his dreams. Paramount

